
Date: October 12, 1999  
To: Uncle Smedley 
 
From: The Anderman 
 
cc: PLU Alumnae 
 
Regarding: Dave Peterson & The PLU Athletic Hall of Fame 
 
 
Thank you Dr. Olsen. 
 
Wow…I've done some scary things before, but never would I have imagined something 
quite this scary. I've moved many many times over the years, successfully too, and now 
just by standing up here I've made it possible for the Alumni office to find me! 
 
However, we're all here today to honor the athletic contributions of several PLU 
Alumnae. It is my honor to be here to introduce to you one of them. He's an individual 
who, aside from my wonderful wife, is easily my best and most trusted friend, and has 
been for 25 years. 
 
Dave Peterson entered the crew program here at PLU, at the time a totally self-supported 
club sport, in the fall of 1970 at the outset of his freshman year. The entity he rowed for 
was Lute Varsity Rowing Club, or LVRC. He rowed as a student until his graduation in 
the spring of 1974, finishing his PLU rowing career as Commodore of the Club. That's a 
term loosely aligned to the term "captain" that we are all familiar with. Yet in the case of 
LVRC, it not only embodied the leadership/mentoring requirements of a normal captain, 
but also included "coach," "counselor," "event organizer," "problem solver," and "fund 
raiser," to mention a few responsibilities. After graduating, Dave continued to row his 
beautiful vintage wooden George Pocock Teardrop racing single out of the LVRC 
boathouse. 
 
As an incoming freshman to the program in the fall of 1973, it was natural for me to 
wonder a little about this ("seemingly off kilter") person who was just a little older than 
me, doing all those things to lead and keep an athletic program like crew running, yet still 
managing to throw in all the good fun that was to be had as a crew person! It seemed as if 
Dave simply couldn't help this. 
 
At the end of my second season, in the spring of 1975, LVRC suffered a devastating fire, 
burning our boathouse on American Lake, and all of our cherished equipment inside, into 
the ground. Dave lost his beautiful little boat in this fire too. Also destroyed were 
founding memorabilia like old photographs, old oars and the coveted Ostrich Award!  
 
With the advent of the following school year in the fall of 1975 Dave, a little reluctantly I 
think, took over the rowing coach position at LVRC to begin what I am proud view as an 
era. This era lasted through the spring season of 1985. It was an era the likes of which 



rowing at PLU is likely to never witness again. I see several faces in the room here today 
that I know will attest to this notion. 
 
That fall 1975 season was a very long one for those of us in the program; we had no 
equipment, we could not row, we could not race. Dave both led and participated in the 
dry land workouts, each day prodding us all on to run, to do the weight circuits, to jump 
rope (he and I used to challenge each other to contests to see who could jump rope the 
longest on the balance beam upstairs in Olsen Auditorium!), and each day he reinforced 
the promise that our insurance money would come through "any day now guys" and we 
would be able to get a boat to row in. 
 
Those of us who had rowed before, just wanted to be back on the water; the Freshmen 
entering the program that year (Dirk Reese, Randy Droppert, Mark Aberle, Bjorn 
Melsom, Howie Schlenker, being memorable stalwarts,) thought we were nuts. They 
wanted to row, and there were no boats…only a promise from Dave. 
 
Just weeks from the end of the spring 1976 collegiate rowing season, we finally got our 
new equipment, a four-oared boat christened the "Walter E. Niels II," after an early 
benefactor and friend of LVRC. (Walter's grandson Ralph, occupies a prominent place in 
LVRC history as a champion.) We rowed only a few races that season, and lost them all. 
(Some of you in this room may explain that away by remembering that I stroked the boat 
then!) Yet, this was the low of lows for us, which became our turning point. 
 
We came back with a vengeance in the fall of 1976. This is when Dave launched one of 
his greatest contributions to LVRC…he led the PLU students of LVRC in an effort to 
rebuild the PLU rowing program from the ashes of the 1975 fire, by themselves, raising 
their own capital from fund raising activities, from alumni, from parents (my very 
generous parents among them) and friends of the program. 
 
One of Dave's incredible accomplishments in memory for me, was putting in 60 miles of 
rowing during a 24 hour/100 mile fund raising row-a-thon when there were not enough 
crew members around to fill the boat. We promised our sponsors we would row 100 
miles, and Dave would see to it that 100 miles of water would wet the hull of an eight. I 
was there with him for 59 of those miles, and just past dawn the following morning two 
delirious but happy roommates collapsed into their beds with satisfaction over the 
accomplishment. Imagine the shock of those who had sponsored $1 or $5 per mile when 
Dave and I went to collect! 
 
Also under Dave's leadership those students funded and built a brand new dock 
themselves. They funded and acquired additional equipment themselves. They joined 
forces with cross-town rival UPS (some of us really considered that an act of 
desperation!) and built a new boathouse upon the ashes of the old one. Dave continued 
these inspirational program-building activities throughout his graduate study at PLU, 
coaching his last season in the spring of 1985. 
 



It is more than noteworthy too, that during his years as LVRC coach, Dave coached 
essentially four programs; men and women, lightweight and open weight programs, while 
at the same time holding down a full-time outside job. This is virtually unheard of at any 
other university in this country, where a single program is the coach's full-time job. This 
is also most certainly unrepeated at PLU since. 
 
Other noteable accomplishments include coaching countless championship crews at 
regional and national championship regattas. Included here are bronze, silver and gold 
medals in the US Men's National Rowing Championships in 1984, pulling an oar himself, 
ten years after his graduation from PLU. 
 
By the close of the spring 1985 collegiate rowing season, Dave Peterson and the 
dedicated oarsmen and oarswomen of LVRC had transformed LVRC into a nationally 
known, respected and often times feared, rowing program. 
 
Dave also inspired other students who rowed for him to go on as coaches, some here at 
PLU (Paulette Bergh, Sara Lopez, Elise Lindborg and Bob Trondsen to name a few), and 
to go on as champions in rowing for other organizations where they moved on to after 
graduation from PLU. 
 
So it's easy for me to understand Dave's induction here today into the PLU Athletic Hall 
of Fame, if only for his accomplishments mentioned here and in the materials you have 
before you. These are, truly great. Yet, I believe there are other reasons for honoring 
Dave here today that deserve mention, and perhaps carry far greater weight in the overall 
scheme of life. These things are about what Dave gave to each of the athletes he coached, 
as opposed to what he accomplished as an athlete himself. 
 
Dave vigilantly instilled into the heart of each person the wonderful old traditions of 
rowing, not just those traditions of the oldest intercollegiate sport in the America, (which 
is a little known fact about rowing that may be of interest to some of you) but those 
traditions from here at PLU too.  
 
Dave also encouraged each of us to open up to the remarkable spiritual aspects of rowing, 
and to the effect rowing has on ones soul. He once wrote to me of the joy of "serenely 
propelling oneself across a sun-streaked dawn." Over two decades later, I hear those 
words at every dawn workout I row (and we have quite a lot of "sun-streaked dawns" in 
Long Beach!). This exemplifies the permanence of Dave's influence in my life, as I'm 
sure it does for many whom he coached. 
 
Any athlete knows also that all sports require ambition, sacrifice, attitude, discipline and 
dedication in order to see success; we learned all those things from Dave too. And taking 
those things into our lives and careers has clearly made a difference along the way; just 
ask anyone he coached, or ask any of his family or friends who encouraged Dave to 
coach his way. 
 



Those of us who still row to this day, Dave included, understand the depth and scope of 
rowing and how it plays out in our lives, and in the way we live them. We actually come 
to need it. The late great Doug Herland summed it up well. LVRC Alumni, LVRC 
rowing coach after Dave, Olympic medallist in the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games, 
PLU Athletic Hall of Famer, life inspiration and rowing mentor to Dave, and to several of 
us here today, often said, "There's more to life than rowing, but not much." 
 
Like Herly, rowing is huge in Dave's life, and Dave passed that along to many of his 
athletes. Dave taught that there is something very magical about rowing, and those who 
learned about rowing from Dave-as distinguished from just learning how to row, share 
that magic to this day. 
 
It is for these reasons, that I think Dave is entering the PLU Athletic Hall of Fame today. 
Please join me in welcoming Dave Peterson. 
 


